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A space X is said to satisfy condition (C) if for every Y r: X with 1 Y\ = al, any family % of 
open subets of Y with IOl- q has a countable net Ilrork. It is easy to see that iE X satisfies 
condition (C), then its Pixley-Roy hyperspace S[XJ is CCC, We show that under MA,, condition 
(C) is vatso necessary for SX] to be CCC, but under CH it is not. 
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Pixley-Roy hyperspace CCC MA CH 
Although most of the cardinal functions of the Pixley-Roy hyperspace $[A.‘] of 
X are eaisy to con,pute in terms of those of X, this does not seem to be the case 
for the cellularity, as was noticed e.g. in the survey paper [7]. Our subsequent 
results tend to support his feeling since they show that a natural sufficient condition 
for 9(X] to be CCC may or may not be also necessary, depending on additiianal 
axioms of set theory. We can arrive at this natural condition by starting from the 
next result of Van Douwen [ 11: c(flX]) G nw (X), hence ir! particular F[X] is 
CCC if X has a countable network. Actually, Van Douwen has shown that X has 
i”l countable network if and only if fl,X] is (t-centered, and this is clearly much 
more than just being C@C. There are several w;tys in which Van Douwen’s condition 
(i.e. that X has a countable network) can be naturally relaxed. First, we can observe 
] is CCC if and only if for every subspace Y c X with 1 Y I= 01 the hyper 
Y] is CCC, consequently it suffices to assume that every such Y has a 
countabJe network. It is shown in f’s] that this is a genuinely weaker condition on 
X. In order to point OS hhe other possible relaxation we eed the fol:iowing 
definition. 
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Now, it is easy to see from Van Douwen’s original argumen , khttt in ordier for 
X] to be CCC it suffices to assume that every family c%1 oli open sets from X 
with I%1 = ml has a countable network. Putting these two relaf; tions together we 
arrive at the following condition. 
n 2. The space X is srpid to satisfy condition (C) if fo. every Y c X with 
! YI = ~1, every family % of sets open in Y with /4&l = ~1 has,a countable network, 
Thus if X satisfies condition (C), then, as we have pointed out above, STX] ‘s 
CCC. That condition (C) is a reasonable candidate for a criterion for qX] to be 
CCC follows from our next result. This will rely upon i%rtin”s a&b, or more 
precisely MA,,, concerning which we refer the reader to [S, $,9]. 
Theorem 1. If MA,, holds, then RX] is CCC if and only ifXsutisfiesconditioF CC). 
f. Qf course, only the ‘only if’ part of our theorem needs proof. We can 
assume, without loss of generality, that 1X(= til and then consider a family % of 
*Mm a**&nte n# Y *u:*k I&l VP11 UUU-CJ V8 II W&&11 1 WI = ~1; our aim is then to show that % has 8 mttntaule 
network. To this end we associate a graph 9(C) = (‘V(%), 8(%)) with 4!4, where 
V(%) is the set of vertices atid S(%) is the set of edges of V(e), as follows: 
and 
“y^(%) ={(x, cl): x E u E Ql) 
(%) = {((x, U), (xl, U’)}e [V(%)]*: x2! U’ or n’ti U}. 
If G = (V, E) is a gr’qh {i.e. E c [VI”), then we define the (u-coloring) partial 
order PO as the set of all finite functions p from V into w such that if x, y E D(a) 
and p(x) = p(y), then {x, y}& E, with reverse inclusion as its partial order. As usual, 
a set D c V is cal1e.d independent if [D]* n E = $; thus a finite function p from V 
into o is in PG if and only if p-‘(n) is independent for every n e o, 
. Let G = ( l’J, E) be a graph such that for ever): disjoint family (DQ : a E WI} 
of independent finittr szrbsets of V there is a set b E [we]“’ with D, ~428 independent 
for any two cy, p E 6. Then the partially ordkmd set Pa is CCC. 
the lemma. Let (PO : ty E wl} c PG, we can assume using a standard A-system 
argument and simple counting that the domains D(p,,) of the C’Q are pairwise disjoint, 
moreover that R(p,) = R is tt;e same for all QS Eol. Let R =(nl, . . . , nk) and put 
then a set b E [w J+ 
such that ,I 1~ D#,i s independent for any tly, 
for any two cy, 8 E b, hence pa and ps are co~,~~atibl~ an 
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Now we return to our graph 46(q) and show that it satisfies the condition of our 
QC) isCCC. Note that 
D ==.((Xb Ur): i E n}c 9ytl) 
is independent if and olnly if we have 
cI ={xi: iEn)cn{UR: ien}= U, 
Le. ifs [u, V] is a non-empty ogen set in $[x], 
Now let (D(*‘: (Y E ol} be a family of independent finite subsets of r(q) where 
a(a) = 
f 
*!a). 
1 ’ Ian’“‘} and U(a)=n{U?‘: in+*‘}. 
Then {[a (a)* U’“‘]: ar E WI) are non-empty open sets in @IX], which is CCC, hence 
using MA,, it also has property (K) (cf. [S] ur [6]). But this means that there is a 
Q E [wflQl with 
1. a(4ycI(B), @alh ~W]=[a’tiO, #~PJ~[~W, uWJ].,++, 
and therefore D’*) u D@” independent f&r any Q, p E 6. 
Now fix any (x, U)E Y(1%1) and put 
clearly 9&*u> is dense in Pgce,. Since 1X1= 1%1= \~(%>l= ccpl we can use MA,, 
again to obtain a P gccj-generic set G over {2&~): (x, e/} E 3r(%)). Let us put 
F = UG, then clearly F maps I into w in such a way that F-‘(n) is independent 
for each n E o. Next we put, for any n E w, 
A,, =(x: 3UdB withF((x, U))=n) 
and claim that ;(A,,: n E 0) is a network of 42. Indeed, let x E U E %, with e.g. 
F((x, U)) = n. Then x G A., 5y definition, itnd if y E A,_ k.hen there is a V E % with 
F((y, V)) = n, hence we must have {(x, bf), (y, V))E &T(q), i.e. y E U But this implies 
x E A, c U, and our proof is completed. 
Next we show that, if we assume some different ype oI‘ !ict theoretical assumption, 
conditio- (C) might cease to be necessary for flX] to lx CCC. 
eorem 2. Tttepe xists, under CH, a O-dimenrimwl arad ?‘z topology T or1 01 such 
that X = (01, T) does not satisfy condition (C), but 
l Similarly as in [3] or [4] we shall obtain 7 as a ‘graph topol 
precisely, we shall construct (using CI-I) a map f : a: -3 2 with f (a 
a G 01 (Le. a directed graph on ~1) such that the uqx~logy pp will 
the sets 
where .: .’ 
u: = {y E 01: f(ar, y) = i}. 
Observe that CT E Vi but cr& Vi. Clearly then r is O-dimensional, moreover the 
sets of the form ,- ” 
u, = n{ l.Jy : a E D(t)} . 
form a base for T, where t runs shrough H(arlj. (Recall that, for any set S, H(S) 
denotes the set of ali finite functions from S into 2.) 
We shall define f by transfinite induction on do E WI so that at step cy we define 
the values f (a, 0) and f (B, ae) for all /3 E CI! (remember that we &ays putf(& a) = 0). 
To do this, however,, we need some preparations. 
DekMon 2. For any set S iNe shall (denote by w&S) the family of all disjoint, 
countably kiinite subcollections of [S]‘“, moreover we put V(S) = U@&(S): n E o), 
We shall use N(S) to denote the set of all maps of o into H(S). Fin&Q, if Q is an 
ordinal, h E H(a) with lo(h)\ = B and E E R2? then k - 8 wilt denote that ii(ari) p: s(i) 
holds for every i c n, where cyi s the ith member of D(h) in its natural ordering. 
The next technical lemma will play a cmcial role in our transfinite procedure 
defining the mapf:&2. 
Lemma. Let a be a countably infinite ordinal, 9I E [U(a)]““9 9 E [N(a)]“” such that 
for each s E Sp and every k E H(a) there is an m E u with k USA H(a) (i.e. k 
and s(m) are compatible), moreover ho, go E H(a) be given. 7%&a there are maps 
h,g:a+2 such that 
(9 ho=h, gocg; 
(ii) if R E 3, = B n V,, (a), these for every pair 6, Q E “2 the set 
~(R,e,~)={aER:hta-a&gra-‘rl} 
is infinite ;
(iii) for every s E Spthere is an m E w with s(m) c h. 
roof of the le a. Let {(R,, Q, vi): i E W} be an enumeration of the (countable) 
set~{~,x”2~“2:n~w}suchthatforeverymember(R,s,~)ofit{i~o:(R,e,~)= 
i? Ei, qi)} is infinite, moreover put t4p = {si: i E w}. We shall define by induction on 
o functions hi, gr E H(a) as follows. Of course, ho, go are already given. Next, 
if hi and gd have heen chosen, we first pick an prti E o such that s&) u hi E H(b) 
and then find an ai E with ai n(~S~hl)LID(si(mt))ub(gi)S =ld, NOW if hi 
and g : from @‘2 are d rmined by hi - cd and g; - vi, then wig: 
v g6. Clearly, if br, g E “2 are such that 
and g =) Lj{gr: i G o), then the requirements ofour lemma are sa~~sfi~d~ 
f(a, A) = htA’(n) and f (h,‘(y) =g(A)(a). 
Of course,. we also put, f (A, A) ,= 0. Finely we set 
& =@‘u{%‘(R, 6, q): R ~411:)& (E, q)~(“2)~}. 
Next consider the case of a successor ordinal V, where e.g. v = A + n + 1 with 
A E tt and n E Q), Of course the assumption is that f f v2 has been defined as well 
as Sti E [%(a,) 1”” for each O! < V. Now we &sting&h two cases according to whether 
SF E @’ OT not. In both cases we put ky, = SA+n, .Y(“) = 0, gt’ = PI, but while in 
the first case we also put hg’ = 0, in the second we first pick a function ki E H(A) 
incompatible with every S!(M) and then put hg’ = ki u{(A, I)}. Then of course we 
apply our lemma, in both cases the. same way, i.e. we define I?‘), glV) E “2 and then 
let f(a, v) = h”‘(a) and f( V, a) = g’“‘(a). Finally we put 
S” = @YJ{zYqR, E, q)t R E 92:’ & e:, q E “2}, 
and of course f(v9 v) = 0, This completes the definition of the map f, and thus of 
the topology T on 01. This topology is clearly Hausdorf!, as for <my two Q, p E cc)1 
there is a A G L1 with {a, #3} ={al, ##h), hence by our construction Uz and Vi are 
disjoint neiiqhbourhoods around them. 
Next we want to show that 9$X] (where X = (wl, T)) is CCC. To this end first 
observe that if ily q WI and D Q [u~]~~, then the set 
B(CU, D) = n{ Uf’xw’ : y E Dj 
is a T-aeighbourhood f cy, and clearly 
@(a, D): D E [a.#“) 
is a neighbourhood base at LX. Note also tX;rT,t if E C= D, then B(cu, E) =@?(a, D). 
] and D E [t&j”” we put 
) = kj{B(a, D): LT G ar}, 
hence 
‘J were not CCC, then we C~UM ~~OQR! ti xmcount&le dkjoint 
= {[a,, DJ: a E OI)C We can a~ume that {Dm : a e wl} is mhq/semt 
with root 0, i.e. Da = D u E, fore 8.a E 01 sol&A that 
for a c 8, moreover that IDa I= IDH1 for any a, $ We also assume that tr, f3D = 
as n D holds for every pair {a, @}E [ti$, which cbrly imp&s thak [aar &Jn 
[ae &J = 8 if and only if [ia, n&, DJn[aB d$, D#]== & h~ae in what fctW= 
wt: can actually assume that 0, t E, for each ~lt E 81. Now if we put: l&l = n (f0f 
any a EoI), then we can write E, =(a;, . . . p (apn} with ai Caj af i<j. Of course we 
can also assume that for each a E 01 the subset a, of 1@, gives rise to the same 
subset {il.. . . , in} of the indices { 1, . . . 1 n) of the ctyi EE,, Le. Q= = &, . . . , CQ}. We 
might also assume that for any a, /3 E 01 and (i, j) E (1, . . . , n}* WC have f(ai, cq) = 
f(Pr,BI).ThusifwefixanyaEotandiE(1,...,a)wecandefineci,r)iE”2by 
With a final thinning out it can also bt! achieved that for any cy, Cp E 01, i E (1, . . . , n} 
and y E D f(y, 01~) = f(y, &) hold, which in view of our earlier assumptions clearly 
implies that [Q,, Da ] A [Q@, DJ = 8 ex&y if I&, EJ A [ug, I!& ] = 0, conksquently we 
may assume that D = 0. 
Now there is a A E L1 such that 
R, = (E,: I E o), 
and choose Q! E wJA sue% that E, c ol\A. Then RA E @at), hence %@(& Q,~I) = 
R,,, E 9Va2), consequently X(R+ ~2, qa) = Rhs2 E 9(p3’, etc. Continuing this pro- 
cedure in n steps we obs;ain (the infinite and thus non-empty) family &, such that 
for any El~R,,, and &{l,..., n} we have cyi E B#, EJ and li E E&Y, E,), hence 
cleahiy ar u a, E [a,, El] n [a,, EJ f 0, al contradiction. 
bow, if 5F[X] is CCC, then clearly X is hereditarily LindelM moreover we also 
know that X is regular, being O-dimensional and Hausdorff. Since in a regular 
space the closures of the members of a network again form a n&work, if we show 
that no counQable family of closed sets forms a network in X, tEien we have shown 
that it has no countable network at all. But on the other hand X has a base of 
cardinality 01, namely the sets of form U, for t E H(wl), hence in this case X clearly 
does not satisfy condition (C), as a countable network for this base wourd be one 
for the vvhoOe space X. 
E w) be any countable f ily of closed sets in X, we propose to 
= G, is open, hence using the 
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fur every m e w, hence we obtain u E FR and u E Vi, consequently F, @ W,“. In other 
words, for no rt E o do we have h E F” c Uf, hence {F,,: n E w} is in 
nettwork for X This completes the proof 06 ?Ieorcm 2. 
In the rest of this paper we are going to examine the relationship Wween 
condition (C) and. the, seemingly, stronger condition of having a countable net 
for spaces of cardinality w 1. 
‘Fheorenr 3. Let .W= P(wi) be such that every $I E [9’]“1 has a cotintable n~tw~~~, 
then 191 G 2*. ?‘krs if CM holds, then X with 1x1s 01 satisfies conclition (Cn) if ~~~ 
, only if it has u countable network, 
Proof. Assume that Is;“1 > 2” ; we claim that then there are S E 9 and { !& : a E QI 1} c: ,Y’ 
such that S nac = S, ncu and S,st S for each ~1! E or. Indeed if this would fail, then 
for every S G 9’we could choose an CQ E 01 such that for every T E 9’ we have either 
T n cys # S n QIS or T-c: S, Since I9l> 2”, however, then we could choose a fixe 
ac~wr and a 5~9 with 191>2W such that ~‘T=w and Tnar=T’nar for any 
T, T’ E S, which is clearly impossible. 
Now, by assumption, let JV be a countable network for {S} u {S= : a E WI}. Since 
S,\S # 0, we can choose then for each Q E 01 an element N, E JV such that Na c Sar 
but N,# S, hence we can find sets a E [wJ’Q and N E 38r with Nu = N for every 
auEa, Then N$S, but on the other hand Nna!cS,nar=Sna for each c!Ea, 
again a contradiction, which proves our theorem. 
ExampIe 4. (MA,,.) Let T be any Tz topology on w1 with a countable base B, and 
let Y’ denote the set of a1.l subsets of w1 of order type w. If Q= is the (obviously T2) 
topology on 01 generated by the sets 
then the space (01, a) does not have a countable n&work, although it satisfies 
condition (C). 
oof. First we show, without using MA,,, that even the family % = {w I\ 
oes r. It have a countable networlit. Indeed, 1 
JV+~,= {N EJV’: INI< w}. ‘I’hen there is an cy E ml1 
and 
Next we apply the lemma of Theorem 1 to show that the part&l order f%(a) is 
CCC. Indeed, let 4 * 
w&:Y-*~ 
be a disjoint collection of ii&e independent subsets of ‘V(a), where we can assume 
that 
(Y) (VI Q=Kv1 AL, ) 9 a ‘., ( a$+), Uh',')) 
with yy) <* l -<vi”’ for each y E curl. Using the atand8rd A-system trick we WI 
assume also that vi?’ ~v~‘holdsify<g<~1.~tusnowpirtfor~nyy~ol 
Clearly I), u 96 will then be independent: if Q(%J&‘~’ =fl= #%A? NOW for 
any y E 01 the oxka type of A(‘) is clearly less than o’, hence if we define 
f:o,+P;,,) by 
tlhcn tht order type of j(y) is less than o2 as ;vell. But then by a result from [Z] 
the set nlapping J has a free set b E [wJwl, i.e. if {:‘p S)E [b]“, then yeffi3) and 
Se _f( y), i.e. D, v Da is independent. 
Thus we have shown that &(Q, is CCC, moreover SB+,u~ = 
(p 6:’ PWt%, : (v, I2 > E D(p)} is clearly dense in P W(Q) for all (Y, V) E V(W), henix us&g 
MA,, we can obtain a map F: V(S) +o such that F”‘(n) is independentfur tich 
n E W. But then the same argument as ia the proof of Theorem 1 yields us that 
{A,,: n E o}, where 
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